
Stephanie Clouse
Interdisciplinary artist, 
designer, & Collaborator



Academic Work

Perspective & 
value study

Trinity Methodist 
Church, Denver, 
CO

Charcoal and 
conte crayons on 
grey toned paper. 
18”x24” 

2014 



Academic Work

Life drawing study
graphite on paper

18”x24”
2015



Academic Work

Life Drawing 
study

Charcoal and 
graphite on  paper 

18”x24” 

2015



Academic Work

Still Life Study
Graphite on paper

18”x24”
2014



Academic Work

Life drawing study
graphite on paper

18”x24”
2015



Academic Work

Sketchbook 
pages

2014-2020



Academic Work

“Bloom”

Cast Bronze & 
alcohol ink 

7”x7” 

2016

Concept: A self-portait and 
meditation on the 

intersection of 
the human and organic 

worlds.



Academic Work

“Tuning Branch”

Interactive Acoustic 
Sculpture

Found log, cast 
bronze, Copper 
electroformed 

feather

6”x6”x12”

2016

Concept: an experiment using cast bronze tuning forks of distorted shapes that, 
when struck by the copper feather, produce both lovely and discordant sounds, urging 

the viewer/ participant to reflect on their relationship with nature and ask them
selves if that connection is in tune.



Academic Work

“ripple”
Cast Glass, Hammered Aluminum

12”x12”x3”
2017

Concept: addressing the idea of the ripple effect in regards to climate change 
and enviromental and social issues of water scarcity



Academic Work

Concept: An exploration of materials to invoke empathy for other people and nature

“Nest”
Wood, yarn, broken mirror, leaves

24”x24”x12”
2014



Academic Work

“Heel”
Cast Bronze

8”x3”x4”
2014

Concept: An abstract self portait featuring life casts of 
the artist’s foot and hand flipping the middle finger, 
assembled into a high heel. Conversations of gender 

roles, beauty standards, and empowerment.



Academic Work

“Patchwork Dwelling”

Architectural 
installation

scrap metal, wood, 
found object quilts, 

cardboard, bare light 
bulb

48”x48”x48”

2017

Concept: an exercise in making a free-standing structure, using various 
materials that comment on gender expectations and the juxtaposition of soft 

and hard, inviting and repelling, and the interior and exterior self.



Academic Work

“Plume”

Found artificial nest, charred plywood, string 

18”x18”x8’    

2018

Concept: Exploration of mass production via laser cutting, 
charring wood, and using scale and negative space to build 

a large sculpture from minimal materials. Concept 
touches on pollution and habitat loss for bird populations



Academic Work

“Flush”

Living assemblage 
Sculpture

Found Toilet, paint, 
soil, succulents & cacti

20”x24”x30”

2017

Concept: Public sculpture 
installed on Auraria Campus 
featuring a toilet painted to 

resemble the earth floating in 
space, filled with soil and 

desert plants. Topics of 
environmentalism, water 
scarcity, and agriculture.



Academic Work

“A Quandary”

Collaborative 
installation

steel, mylar, fabric, 
projection, wood, 

yarn, sand

8’x10’x8’ (my 
contribution)

2018

This installation was a group exhibition at Pirate Contemporary Art gallery for CU Denver 
Sculpture Club, featuring past works by students. My contribution was the giant mylar 

cube that I had built with my friend and classmate Nichole Dixon the previous semester. It 
consists of a steel frame that breaks down for transport with a shell of reflective mylar 

sheeting and an internal element of projection on the ceiling and floor.



Academic Work

“Guardian”

Cast iron, gold paint, 
preserved moss

9”x9“6”

2019

Concept: A reminder that 
humans are a part of 

nature and we must be 
guardians to it rather 
than its destructors.



Academic Work

“An Offering”

Cast glass, gold 
paint, fresh orchid

7”x5”x2”

2019

 Concept: ethereal and 
spiritual connection of 

humans with nature. The 
natural world offers 

beauty along with 
everything humans need 
to live; it is our duty to 
repay that kindness by 

protecting Nature.



Academic Work

“What Legacy”

public sculptural installation

concrete, poetry, found urban-
organic environments

2020

“Once the world was perfect, and we were happy in that world. Then we took it for 
granted.” Text from “once the world was Perfect” by Joy Harjo

“Look on my works, ye 
mighty, and despair” text 

from “Ozymandias” by 
Percy Bysshe Shelley



Academic Work

“What Legacy”

public sculptural 
installation

concrete, poetry, 
found urban-

organic environments

2020

Building a thesis project in Spring of 2020, during the begining of the Covid-19 pandemic, 
presented a  host of challenges. I had to pivot from my original plan and build what I could 
in my home rather than utilize the university’s sculpture studio. I had to invent a new way 

to showcase what I had built since our thesis exhibition at Redline had been cancelled. 
Battling anxiety, depression, uncertainty, and all of the negative emotions that 2020 

brought, I built “What Legacy” a series of concrete life casts of my body parts, carved with 
poetry that references environmentalism and human impact on natural worlds and 

installed these works around my neighborhood in areas I dubbed “urban-organic” 
environments: stranger’s yards, landscaped medians and greenbelts, flower beds outside of 

shops, etc. These works are meant to interupt the daily lives of passersby and encourage 
them to examine their relationship with nature and what human legacy their actions are 

scribing into the Earth.  



Professional/ Collaborative Work

Natura Obscura
Immersive installation

2019

I worked with three other artists on this 
7’ x 8’ floor piece made from layers of 

vinyl, UV reactive paint, glass, seashells, 
feathers, and preserved insects layered in 

approximately 12 gallons of resin



Professional/ Collaborative Work

Natura Obscura
Immersive installation

2019

I sewed and painted the fabric for these 
gestural tree components and worked on the 
dimensional landscape pieces which are made 
from spray foam embedded with cast resin 

sculptures and lights



Professional/ Collaborative Work

Natura Obscura
Immersive installation

2019

Pictured are a tufted iridescent wall, foam 
clouds, epoxy “pond”, and vine-like elements 

I worked on



Professional/ Collaborative Work

PussayHaus art collective 
consists of Stephanie Clouse, 
Daniel Phelps, Lexie Lund, and 
Alex DeBenedictis. They met 
while working on “Natura 
Obscura” and continued to 
collaborate on immersive 
installations in the Denver 

area, making art that 
confronts gender expectations 
and celebrates hyper-femme 

aesthetics. 

Before the 2020 pandemic, 
Pussayhaus had a studio space at 

Boxcar gallery on Santa Fe, where 
they engaged the public with 

progressive art and 
gender-inclusive discussions on 

first friday art walk events. They 
put on a two-collective exhibition 

called “the Show” with fellow 
Boxcar members, Melon, right 

before the lockdown. The pandemic 
forced boxcar to close and the 
quartet lost their studio space.



Professional/ Collaborative Work

“Spookadelia”
Immersive installation

2019

Pussayhaus art collective worked on Spectra Art Space’s 
“Spookadelia” Installations. We were given a small room 
in which to create the mascot, Spectra Specter’s, bedroom. 
Using found objects, fabric, and thrifted Items, we created 

a cozy hyper-femme den. 



Professional/ Collaborative Work

“Spookadelia 2: The Candy Conjuring”
Immersive installation

2019

For round 2 of Spookadelia, which 
was a winter update, I put my 

sewing skills to use transforming 
thrifted furniture into delightful 

desserts, and repurposed old 
curtains and sheets into lightweight 
partitions between sections of the 

installation.



Personal Work: Immortal Coil Designs

In 2016, I began teaching myself the jewelry 
technique of electroforming, which uses chemicals 
and electricity to build up a layer of copper over 
organic (and inorganic) materials, immortalizing 
fragile objects in metal to unique and beautiful 
effect. I eventually started a business taking on 
every role from artist, to marketing, to social 

media manager, to graphic designer, to accountant

(Left) Logo design, collaboration with Jerrianne 
Fulton

Updated in 2022
Concept: Life and death entwined, a reminder of 

the cyclical nature of things

(Right) moth and moonstone necklace, 2018
Real moth, moonstone, copper, garnet

Concept: embracing the misunderstood beauty 
of nocturnal creatures

(model: Julie Rose; Photographer: Adriana Hall)



Personal Work: Immortal Coil Designs

(Right) Occular daggar necklace, 2020
Sterling silver, moonstone, obsidian

Concept: provide the wearer with intuition, 
protection & strength

(Left) Moon Halo ring, 2021
Sterling silver, Labradorite, moonstone

Concept: provide the wearer with intuition & 
Magick; Conversation/ Statement piece

I taught myself torch soldering and other 
fine jewelry smithing techniques and have 
been selling my work online and at local 

events since 2017



Personal Work: Immortal Coil Designs

(Left) Dark Cloud Necklace, 2022
Sterling silver, Obsidian & gold-filled moon

Concept: a reminder that dark days can 
bring vital rain & facilitate growth

(Right) Darling Thistle Necklace, 2022
Sterling silver & Labradorite

Concept: A celebration of purple thistle, a 
plant with a rich history in folk medicine 

and magick

I am constantly pushing myself to learn new 
techniques and achieve higher levels of 

execution so my customers and clients can 
have extra-special, truly one of a kind 

artworks to adorn themselves with. I have 
created and sold hundreds of self-directed 
jewelry pieces and dozens of commissioned 
works since staring Immortal Coil Designs.



Personal Work: Immortal Coil Designs

 Ophidian Orchid Wall hanging, 2021
Real Snake, real orchid, copper

Concept: A meditation on the balance of 
masculine and feminine energies within 
people and nature, a reminder of the 

cycles of life and death

 Ouroboros scrying mirror Wall hanging, 
2021

Real Snake, obsidian, copper, amethyst
Concept: A tool for divination and 

strengthening intuition; a home decor 
statement piece of shameless witchery



Other Personal Work

During the Covid-19 pandemic and 
countless days stuck inside socially 

distancing, I became interested in interior 
design and home improvement. Since my 

partner and I were spending nearly all of 
our time in our small townhouse, I 

wanted to figure out ways to utilize our 
space better and make it more 

comfortable. In early 2022 I started using 
sketchup to plan my redesigns of our 

living space.
Before model (top) of our current 
dining space. with a china cabinet 
blocking the water heater closet, 
“The T” which is a wood enclosure 

for drain pipes from upstairs, and a 
floor that drops down 5 inches for 

no reason, this space is terribly 
awkward. My redesign (right) 
features models I designed for 

better storage solutions, including 
built-in banquette seating with 
storage underneath and a bar 

cabinet and bookcase to flush out 
the distance from the wall created 

by “The T” (Sketchup, 2022)



Other Personal Work

Detail of the storage 
elements I modeled for 
my dining area redesign.

Sketchup, 2022 

I am still iterating on the 
design, but I plan to use 
my sketchup models to 

inform my woodworking 
plans to see this project 
through to completion in 

my living space



Other Personal Work

Septa-cone greenhouse concept
Sketchup, 2022

Concept: a 7-sided greenhouse to reference the 7 elements of nature: Earth, Water, Fire, 
Air, Light, Sound, and Spirit. An Exercise to familiarize myself with sketchup and attempt 
more challenging geometry



Other Personal Work

(Left) Before model of our current 
food prep area in half of our kitchen. 
In a small space, we have tried our 

best to consider design and 
organization options that make the 

best use of what we have. The hanging 
pot rack was a fine solution, but 

blocks the view of a large wall that 
gets some of the only good natural 

light in our small townhouse.

(Right) My re-designed 
model for how to make this 
space feel more open and 
less cluttered, while also 
adding some personality in 

a new wall color and 
floating shelves with plants 

to take advantage of the 
great afternoon light this 

room gets.
Sketchup, 2022



Thank You!
www.StephanieClouse.com
www.ImmortalCoilDesigns.com
@StephanieClouseArt
@ImmortalCoilDesigns
StephanieClouseArtist@gmail.com
ImmortalCoilDesigns@Gmail.com


